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Name:        
 
Mailing Address:        
 
Email Address (optional):        
 
Telephone Number:       
 
U.S. Navy HA(L) 3 Seawolf Tour Dates: Mo/Yr)         TO   (Mo/Yr)       
 Mo/Yr)         TO   (Mo/Yr)       
 
Designation:  Pilot  Gunner  Maintenance  Admin  Other 
 

Customize Your Seawolf Ring: 
 
1. Ring Top:  HA(L)-3 SEAWOLF.  Cannot be changed or altered. 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Ring Size:       (This is very important, Please have your finger sized by a reputable jewelry store using a 

WIDE BAND ring sizer).  Keep in mind that If your ring does not fit, Justin’s will resize for free, but please 
make every effort to get the correct ring size to them. 

 
3. Metal:  Read the information below and indicate your metal choice here:       .  The prices listed below 

for each metal type are for the metal price only.  It does not include special engraving or stones etc. 
 
 Lustrium: ......... $202.00 10 kt White Gold ........$778.00 
 Questra: .......... $285.00 10 kt yellow Gold .......$778.00 
 Silver Elite: ....... $???.00 14 kt White Gold ........$1,163.80 
 Solaris Elite: ..... $.00 14 kt yellow Gold .......$1,163.80 
   18 kt White Gold ........$1,853.80 
   18 kt yellow Gold .......$1,853.80 
 

NOTE FROM CRAIG JONES: 
 

I do not recommend the Solaris Elite or the Silver Elite.  They are, in my opinion, greatly overpriced considering 
the metal content.  The Jostens rep sent Cheryl and I a sample Questra ring so that we could see what it 
looked like.  We really think it is a nice ring for the price, but so is Lustrium.  Just mentioning this in case you 
prefer a gold color ring over a silver one, and do not want to spend the money for a 10, 14 or 18 kt gold ring.  
It looks like 18kt gold to me and the process they use to fuse the 23 kt gold into the Lustrium metal is much 
much better than plating since it is infused.  Remember, Lustrium is a non-precious metal alloy that is silver in 
color but will look like 18 kt gold when fused with the gold.  If you look at the gold colored Air Warfare ring 
picture above, the Questar is a little darker gold.  Questar is $83 more than Lustrium.  Not trying to sway 
anyone toward a more expensive ring, just providing input to help you make a decision. 
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METAL INFORMATION/CHOICES: 
 

NOTE:  Nickel is included in Lustrium® and all white gold. 
• Lustrium® - A non-precious metal alloy that is silver in color. It is a hard and durable metal. Lustrium will react to 

oxygen and thus may require additional care and cleaning. 
• Questra - Same characteristics as Lustrium, but yellow in color because of coating with 23 karat yellow gold.  

According to my conversation with the Jostens representative, the gold is more fused into the Lustrium rather than 
the standard plating process, so it should be more durable. 

• Solaris Elite™ - This radiant yellow 6K metal alloy is beautiful and affordable. We've combined durability and affordability to 
create our exclusive yellow 6K alloy. 

• Silver Elite® - A precious metal alloy primarily composed of silver with elements of palladium and gold, coated 
with a rhodium plating. 
Rhodium Plating - A member of the Platinum metals group. Rhodium is a silvery, metallic colored precious 
metal. It is an extremely hard material and is highly resistant to corrosion and it is used extensively in the fine 
jewelry industry. Rhodium provides protection for Silver Elite®, coating it to help prevent tarnish and scratches. It 
is very durable and prevents skin oil from dulling the ring. Rhodium is most commonly plated on white gold and 
sterling silver jewelry. 

 
• Gold - Jostens offers gold in 2 colors and 3 karat qualities: 
 

Yellow Gold - Because of its durability and lasting value over time, gold is a wise investment. Gold has been the 
standard for jewelry for over 4000 years. 

 White Gold - Has the same lasting qualities and value as yellow gold, but is composed of a different metal. 
 

 Metal Purities 
 18K: - 75% pure gold, 25% metal alloy. 
 14K: - 58.5% pure gold, 41.5% metal alloy. 
 
4.  Left Side Panel (check one):   

Seawolf Logo Circle 44 Naval Aviator Combat Aircrew Wings      Air Warfare (EAWS ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  All HA(L)-3 enlisted personnel qualify for the Enlisted Aviation Warfare Specialist (EAWS) Air Warfare Wings   
 
5.  Right Side Panel (check one):   

Seawolf Logo Circle 44 Naval Aviator Combat Aircrew Wings       Air Warfare (EAWS ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  All HA(L)-3 enlisted personnel qualify for the Enlisted Aviation Warfare Specialist (EAWS) Air Warfare Wings   
 
 Other (you must visit Jostens Website to see other Non-Seawolf options) 
 

http://www.jostens.com/help/shared/FAQ_CleanRing.asp?bc=hs
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6. Check Desired Stone:  All stones are available in a smooth or faceted stone cut except Black Onyx.  Black 
Onyx is only offered as a smooth stone. 
 
 For information on stone faceting (polished surfaces of a finished gemstone), please contact the Jostens 

Representative for clarification.  Other stones are available including diamonds and cubic zirconias. 
 Type Stone Name here from list below:        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Exterior (side panel) Engraving.  (5 characters per available panel [includes dashes and spaces etc.) 
 Example:  DET-6;      69/70;      AO2;      AOCS;      ADJC;      PC3;      “KID”;  
 
 Side 1:                    
 
 Side 2:                    
 
8. Inside Engraving. 
 
Initials are free up to 3 characters.  Full name engraving is an additional $15.  Only 18 characters allowed 
including spaces and periods etc.  You are not restricted to engraving your name.  If you want something like 
“Seawolf Forever”, that will work.  You can have them engrave almost anything you want, as long as it meets 
the criteria for spacing (18 characters).  I recommend your name. 
 
 Select either option A or Option B (*Optional.  Discuss with Jostens rep): 
 
  (A) *Script        
  please print requested inside engraving above 
 
  (B) Personal Initials (Standard)                     
 If engraving initials only, please enter your initial above 
 
9. Calculate Price:  
 
10. For an extra fee, you may have the number 44 encrusted into the stone as long as the stone you have 
chosen is smooth, not faceted.  There is an additional fee for this, but at this time I am unsure of the 
amount.  Please contact the Jostens rep. for pricing.  I believe it is around $15, but I am not sure. 
 
Insert price from type of metal you are choosing $      
If engraving inside ring is more than 3 characters, add $15.00 $      
Price for Encrusting 44 into the stone (check with Jostens Rep) $      
Subtotal: $      
Tax (apply the applicable state tax for your state, if any): $      
Please contact the Jostens rep to determine tax. 
Handling: $   5.95 
Total: $      
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11.  Method of Payment Options, Choose One: 
 

 Check  Money Order  MasterCard  Visa  American Express  Discover 
 Debit 

 
Credit Card Account Number: 
      
Expiration Date:   
      
 
 
12. Submitting Your Order: 
 
When you have completed filling out this form, you may submit it by email or regular mail to the following 
email/address.  If you would prefer to order by phone, or if you need help filling out the form, please contact the Jostens 
representative (Wren) directly at the phone number listed below.  If you have questions for myself or Cheryl, our 
contact information is also listed below.  Cheryl and I can also help with the form. 
 
Military Sales Craig Jones Cheryl Rogers 
C/O Wren Bartee 716 Sherman dessa1947@gmail.com 
2812 Northaven Dr Alva, Oklahoma (580) 327-7076 
Corinth Texas 76210 73717  
bartee@centurylink.net jones.det6seawolf@gmail.com  
(940)-497-4536 (580) 732-0660  
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
 
STATE SALES TAX INFORMATION 
 
Josten’s has the applicable sales tax information. 
 
RING WARRANTY INFORMATION 
 
Lifetime warranty against manufactures defects and free resizing on all gold rings.  Please visit the following link for mor 
info on the military ring warranty. 
 
http://www.jostens.com/apps/shop/help/shared/warranty.asp 

 
 

TOOLING COSTS 
 
All tooling costs have been paid.   
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